The PATRIA2 project attempted to develop an integrated hardware/software solution to automatically assess behaviour and actions of a single operator interacting with a computer while engaged in some routine activity. The solution derives a parameter indicating the likelihood of an erroneous action in a specific task related setting. To this end, the PATRIA2 tool non-invasively records eye gaze, head direction, gestures, facial expression, and userinput (keystrokes and mouse clicks). It relates operator's actions as indicated by user input with other properties of the operator's behaviour. In this way, the tool serves to mitigate risks posed by sub-standard task performance and human error.
Introducing the PATRIA2 project
The PATRIA2 project attempted to develop an integrated hardware/software solution to automatically assess behaviour and actions of a single operator interacting with a computer while engaged in some routine activity. The solution derives a parameter indicating the likelihood of an erroneous action in a specific task related setting. To this end, the PATRIA2 tool non-invasively records eye gaze, head direction, gestures, facial expression, and userinput (keystrokes and mouse clicks). It relates operator's actions as indicated by user input with other properties of the operator's behaviour. In this way, the tool serves to mitigate risks posed by sub-standard task performance and human error.
As not every kind of error and associated risk lends itself to technical mitigation, PATRIA2 concentrates on slips and lapses (errors of attention or memory) rather than on rule-based or knowledge-based mistakes. Measuring such errors can be difficult, owing to the low probability of their occurrence. Finding a way of improving the assessment of errors has been a crucial part of the project.
Methods
In our experimental scenario, participants are required to operate a computer-simulated medical device, with different user interface versions, while simultaneously working on a secondary task that consumes attention and thus increases the likelihood of making errors. Each use error is subdivided into two components according to the subtasks of action: execution and evaluation. Execution errors and evaluation errors, as components of use errors, have a higher probability than the use error as a whole and are therefore easier to measure. Under normal circumstances, evaluation errors can only be discovered if an execution error was made beforehand. To detect evaluation errors independently of execution errors, we simulate execution errors (e.g., entering a wrong number) and analyse the user's reaction in order to detect if they are followed by an evaluation error (failure to check if the input was done correctly).
Our studies use two different user interface concepts of a syringe pump (arrow keys vs. number keys). The pump is simulated on a computer screen in order to make experimental manipulation, as well as data collection, easier. During the experiment, each participant is required to programme the pump a certain number of times, to operate at various different flow rates, as if they would give different drugs to various patients. The task is complicated by a secondary task that puts a strain on working memory capacity, by time pressure and a turbulent environment -circumstances that often appear in the real application of medical and other devices (albeit in a different form). The simulator introduces faked execution errors (FEE) by replacing the user's input with a different number on a selection of trials.
In our first study, using a within-subjects design, twentyfive nurses were recruited as test participants from an ICU of a major hospital. During the experiment, each nurse was required to programme the pump 25 times. After completing this phase, the test participants had to perform an additional 25 pump settings using the other interface version. Out of each of the 25 settings, three were faked.
In our second study, using a between-subjects design, each of the 36 participants (mostly students) operated only one of the two interface versions for all 50 trials. Otherwise, the scenario was identical.
Results
Introducing FEE increases the opportunity for observing evaluation errors. Analysis of the data from the first experiment shows that user behaviour and evaluation errors are related to specific elements of the user interface design. Performance (described by the number of errors) with interface N (the numeric keypad) was significantly inferior when subjects began the experiment with this version. Under this condition, more than a quarter of the fake execution errors were not detected. However, this was not the case when subjects had performed with interface A (arrow-keys) before. In this case, the results are affected by asymmetric carry-over.
By removing this carry-over effect, the second study showed a clearer difference between the two interface versions. In the group working with the numeric interface, almost a quarter of the fake execution errors were not detected, significantly more than in the other group.
This effect is related to differences in gaze behaviour between the groups: Subjects using the arrow-keys interface looked more often at the display and spent more time looking at this area, while people in the number-keys group spent more time looking at the keypad. When working with the arrow-keys interface, people verify almost every input action by a comparatively long look at the display -a pattern of behaviour that decreases the probability of making evaluation errors. This suggests that the arrow-key interface affords a more effective control strategy than the number-key interface
Discussion
A method has been developed for studying the occurrence of evaluation errors following an action that could be compromised by an execution error. This method introduces faked execution errors to enhance the likelihood that evaluation errors can be detected. All keystrokes and mouse clicks are recorded together with the test participants' eye-tracking data, head movements, facial expressions and gestures. Data from these different sources can be used to develop or test hypotheses about indicators of risks and critical situations. Applying such knowledge was a crucial part of the PATRIA2 project that aimed at developing an automatic monitoring system to reduce human-error induced risks in critical, high responsibility tasks.
The 'Steinfurt Method' (System-triggered Error Induction for Usability Research and Training) can be developed into an effective tool with which to make usability and risk assessments. It improves usability testing of the interface early on in the design process, and is risk specific. The method can easily be modified for other similar tasks or errors. It is of limited value for very rare errors, however, and in such cases, expertise-guided design and heuristic analysis are additionally required to ensure patient safety.
